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Price: 319,000€  Ref: D4160422

Apartment

Fuengirola

3

92m² Build Size

Pool: Yes

New project of 71 apartments in Fuengirola Ideally located 7 minutes from the beaches

of Fuengirola, Los Boliches, Torreblanca, beautiful 2, 3 and 4 bedrooms flats with one

parking space and storage. Possibility to buy a 2nd parking space. All flats have

beautiful terraces with views of the countryside, sea or mountains and integrate

harmoniously with the spacious interiors to make the most of the living space. The 6

buildings are located in a tropical garden, swimming pool where you can relax, enjoy the

long summer evenings and admire the exceptional sunsets. First quality

constructio...(Ask for More Details!)
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New project of 71 apartments in Fuengirola Ideally located 7 minutes from the beaches of Fuengirola, Los

Boliches, Torreblanca, beautiful 2, 3 and 4 bedrooms flats with one parking space and storage. Possibility to

buy a 2nd parking space. All flats have beautiful terraces with views of the countryside, sea or mountains and

integrate harmoniously with the spacious interiors to make the most of the living space. The 6 buildings are

located in a tropical garden, swimming pool where you can relax, enjoy the long summer evenings and

admire the exceptional sunsets. First quality construction, fully furnished and equipped kitchen, air

conditioning and hot water via aerothermia (energy efficient system), pre-installation of home automation in

the whole flat, LED lighting. This new residence offers multiple services, such as a social club, modern and

well-equipped gym, indoor pool, spa, cinema, gastro bar. An important advantage is that leisure time can be

combined with your professional needs thanks to the in-house business centre exclusively reserved for the

residents of the residence. Price from 309 000€ to 399 000€
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